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Baby Max top and below right  
Baby Eesa with big sis below left 
Centre baby Leonie 

🎅🎁  XMAS REUNION🎅🎁  
19th December at Bickley Manor Hotel 11am - 2pm 

Looking forward to seeing you and your little ones.  Come along and 
enjoy some good festive times at this beautiful hotel, share a 
Christmas lunch - bring along a contribution and win one of the 
marvellous prizes on offer below from the amazing Treasured 
Therapists and Yogabirth classmates - all proceeds to the PRUH 
SCBU.  Be fab to see you!!x 

PRIZES SO FAR 
life coach session 

reflexology  
reiki/acupuncture 

Private session - jade Pilates 
 breastfeeding workshop 

osteopathy session 
Shelley beauty treatment

Yogabirth class - with 6 
babies due/overdue before 
the end of the year, its going 
to be a productive time for a 
few class members! 
Optimise your pregnancy and 
birth potential by coming to 
this relaxing, fun class and 
learn the techniques and 
strategies that really make a 
difference. 
Am updating my website, 
www.yogasense.co.uk, read 
latest birth stories, look at 
Newsletter back copies.  Any 
suggestions/help welcome!



 

THE PURPLE LINE
THE PURPLE LINE
Making intrusive/inaccurate VE's a thing of the past make sure your midwife/ob sees this! above 
a photo from One Born Every Minute The Truth, Facebook page "midwives have you seen this, 
the pink line if cervical dilation.  Of course you can't see it if the woman is sitting or lying on it":

🎄🎄🎄🎄 
The Assessment of Progress

Please print this off at take it to your next consultant/midwife 
appointment so woman can get evidence based care in labour and birth!
http://midwifethinking.com/2011/09/14/the-assessment-of-progress/
A recent Cochrane review into partogram use in labour concluded that: ‘On the basis of the 
findings of this review, we cannot recommend routine use of the partogram as part of standard 
labour management and care’ [10]. This evidence- based recommendation is yet to be reflected 
in maternity care. 

🎄🎄🎄🎄 
BMC Pregnancy and Childbirth | Abstract | Comparing the odds of postpartum haemorrhage in 
planned home birth against planned hospital birth: results of an observational study of over 
500,000 maternities in the UK
http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2393/12/130/abstract
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Baby Twins Dance To Dad's Guitar  
http://m.youtube.com/watch?v=f8iOQ9zWP6A 

Probably the Cutest thing Ever. Two little 11-month-old twin girls dancing along to their 
dad's guitar playing. The look they share when he begins is one of unbridled joy, and their 
response to the music is nothing short of adorable.  
Kids will love to watch this one too

People are like stained class windows.  They sparkle and 
shine when the sun is out but when the darkness sets in their 
true beauty shines out only if there is light from within. 
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross



The good old days? .... 
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STOP CORDS BEING PREMATURELY CUT - this Is still routine!  If properly 
implemented, optimal cord clamping can change your unborn baby's health so 
print it off and make sure your ob/gynae/paediatrician/midwife practices on 
you and send to your friends ASAP!! 
In 2010, Dr. Greene founded the WhiteOut Now movement aimed at changing 
how babies are fed starting with their first bite of solid food. In 2012 he 
launched a worldwide campaign aimed at changing the practice of 
Immediate Cord Camping To Optimal Cord Clamping or TICC TOCC. He is the 
author of Feeding Baby Green, Raising Baby Green and, From First Kicks to 
First Steps. 

http://m.youtube.com/#/watch?v=Cw53X98EvLQ&desktop_uri=%2Fwatch%3Fv
%3DCw53X98EvLQ&gl=GB 
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Currently pregnant? Partner pregnant? Or have a friend who is?  
Want the chance to win MotherCare vouchersn? 
I would like to hear from you! 
I have started my 5th year master research project. I am investigating the 
awareness and use of osteopathy by pregnant women in the UK and need to 
gather as many responses as possible from pregnant women (age >16, resident 
in the UK). The questionnaire will take about 5 minutes & respondents will 
have the opportunity to enter the prize draw to win £40 of MotherCare 
vouchers 
Please follow this link or send to anyone currently pregnant you know  
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/osteopathy_pregnancy 
Many thanks for your help, it is much appreciated! 
Best wishes 
Louise 

Boys And Girls May Get Different Breast Milk (there's no 'may' about it 
though if fed in formula)! 
Milk composition differs based on a baby's sex and a mother's wealth 
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=boys-and-girls-may-get-
different-breast-milk 
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http://birthmatters.co.nz/birth-environment/one-born-tragically-every-minute/
Overall, ‘One Born every Minute’ reflects growing evidence about the inappropriateness of hospital as the 
place of birth for the healthy majority compared to the safety of homebirth[1] and why women have higher 
levels of satisfaction with their experiences in ‘home-like’ environments rather than hospitals[2].
Signs around New Zealand suggest that vets and sheep-farmers understand that what happens around birth 
has life-long implications for the nurturing relationship between a mother and her child. New Zealand needs  
programs to promote, support and protect natural birthing, which can benefit us all as new generations then 
start life bathed-in and primed by optimal levels of oxytocin. Becoming a supporter and promoting the 
Maternity Manifesto which seeks government support of ‘Normal birth and Alternatives to Hospital Birth’ is 
one way of  creating more woman-centred birth options for all New Zealanders.

The "flipple" technique (aka "extended latch" or "exaggerated latch") 
Reading about latch techniques is always confusing without the visual, I've noticed a distinct 
lack of visual aid and now I know why. The placement of the top finger/thumb is important, 
too far forward and you end up pulling your nipple back out when you flip the lip, too far 
back and your finger isn't in a position to flip the top lip out. If your baby flips their top lip 
out on their own then you really don't need to worry about this, but if your baby likes to 
tuck that lip under (or if they're lip-tied like my son for instance) then you really do need 
to flip that lip out because it can become painful if you don't. Finding where that top finger 
needs to be is what takes the most time, it's different for everyone because every breast is 
different. Don't be discouraged if it feels awkward or you just can't get it, it takes practice 
and the bigger their mouth gets, the easier it is to do. The action used to roll your nipple 
into the baby's mouth will generally flip the bottom lip out, if not you can use a finger from 
the bottom of your breast to catch that lip before you attempt to latch and flip it out as you 
roll your nipple into their mouth just like you do with the top lip. 
http://m.youtube.com/#/watch?v=OGttPTx7iSs&desktop_uri=%2Fwatch%3Fv
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Going places with babies from around the world ! .......... 
 

Babies fed on demand 'do better at school' 
New study shows that babies who are fed when they are hungry achieve higher test scores – 

but take toll on their mothers 
Babies who are fed when they are hungry are claimed to do better academically – but exhaust their 
mothers more. Photograph: Katie Collins/PA It is a debate that has raged for years, pitting mothers who 
follow Gina Ford and her routine-based approach to child-rearing against those who prefer the more 
laidback ways of Penelope Leach. Now the battle is set to intensify as new research suggests that babies 
who are fed on demand do better academically than those who are fed on schedule – although their 
mothers are more exhausted and grumpy. 
The study shows that babies who are fed when they are hungry – with breast milk or formula – achieve 
higher scores in Sats tests at ages five, seven, 11 and 14, and that by the age of eight they have an IQ four to 
five points higher. 
However, mothers who keep to scheduled feeding times score better on wellbeing measures, and report 
feeling more confident and less tearful. 
Researchers from the Institute for Social and Economic Research (ISER) at the University of Essex and 
Oxford University believe they are the first to conduct a large-scale study into the effects of scheduled 



versus on-demand feeding. The research used a sample of 10,419 children born in the early 1990s, and took 
into account a range of background factors, including parental educational levels, family income, a child's 
sex and age, maternal health and parenting styles. 
I difference between schedule and demand-fed children is found both in breast-fed and in 
bottle-fed babies. The difference in IQ levels of around four to five points, though 
statistically highly significant, would not make a child at the bottom of the class move to the 
top, but it would be noticeable. 
"To give a sense of the kind of difference that four or five higher IQ points might make, in a class of 30 
children, for example, a child who is right in the middle of the class, ranked at 15th, might be, with an 
improvement of four or five IQ points, ranked higher, at about 11th or 12th in the class." 
The research compared babies fed to a schedule at four weeks of age with those whose mothers tried but 
did not manage to feed to a schedule, and with those who were fed on demand. The children of mothers 
who had tried but failed to feed to a schedule were found to have similar higher levels of attainment in Sat 
tests and IQ scores as demand-fed babies. 
Iacovou said: "This is significant because the mothers who tried but did not manage to feed to a schedule 
are similar to schedule-feeding mothers. They tend to be younger, more likely to be single, more likely to be 
social tenants and likely to be less well-educated or to read to their child. These social characteristics are 
all understood to increase a child's likelihood of performing less well. It seems that it is actually having 
been fed to a schedule, rather than having the type of mother who attempted to feed to a schedule 
(successfully or not), which makes the difference." 
Parenting experts who advise mothers to feed on demand if possible told the Observer they were not 
surprised by the findings. Psychologist Penelope Leach, author of The Essential First Year, said: "A baby's 
optimal brain development depends on communications between his 'emotional brain' and his mother's 
immediate and sensitive responses. The baby expresses strong feelings, the mother instantly recognises, 
responds and regulates them, comforting the baby when he is angry, soothing him when he is afraid; 
bringing him back on to an even keel when he is over-excited. A lot of that communication takes place 
around the baby's primary need and greatest pleasure: feeding." 
Oliver James, the psychologist and author of They F*** You Up, said: "I'm not surprised to hear that 
women who feed on demand are more likely to be tired and tearful. Nor am I surprised that, if you are 
given good quality care as a baby, which includes being fed on demand, you are going to be more likely to 
be able to concentrate, have less trouble with authority and do well at school." 

💕Why Teaching Your Child To Love Is So Important💕 
By Lorna Byrne

👼
Watch me talk about the importance of being a parent in this new video 

http://admin.0x1f.ie/i7uz291a
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Recently, an article appeared in the Daily Mail that caused Charlotte a great deal of 
consternation, and with her permission, here are the e mail stream responses to it below.  If 
you know of anyone who has also been upset by this article, please pass this on to them.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2236535/Is-NHSs-obsession-doctor-free-births-
putting-babies-risk.html

Hi Lynda, its Charlotte (Oscar’s mum)
I was just reading the Daily Mail Online and came across this article.  I had the most textbook, 
wonderful birth I could have asked for (thanks mainly to you) at home but when I read 
something like this it scares me to do it again because it makes you feel like you are being 
irresponsible and that you are putting your baby’s life at risk.  Now I know this is just because 
I have been out of your classes for a long time and if I was ever mad enough to do it again I 
would be back to you in a flash to get myself in the right frame of mind to be able to birth as 
naturally as possible but articles like this will really make a woman question what is the right 
thing to do.  I personally felt at the time that I would prefer the company of two midwives in 
my home constantly monitoring me than to be stuck in a hospital without anyone to be seen for 
a couple of hours at a time!!

🎄🎄🎄🎄🎄🎄🎄  
Hi Charlotte, 
just read through this article and thanks for bringing it to my attention.  Yes, I agree with you, it 
does make it sound like if you have a home /mlbu birth you are signing your baby's death warrant!  
I am going to send this onto a couple of home birth experts and a couple yogabirth girls who 
were in class at the same time as you with  Oscar who are medically qualified up to their eyeballs 
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in this area and who may be able to shed some light on what is quoted in the article and will get 
back to you. 
I do know that with the PRUH and home birth / oasis birth unit, you have to be absolutely normal 
before you are considered for these avenues of birth.  So much if birth is about confidence, not 
only for the mother but also for her attendants and one to one care throughout really helps 
promote this, irrespective of birth avenue. I hope the Yogabirth techniques inspire confidence in 
the mother whatever birthing environment she finds herself in. 
It is to remember that no mother would allow her baby to be put at risk and My Yogabirth girls 
really know there stuff.  Anyway will do my best to get some hard facts and figs and get back to 
you. Lynda x 

🎄🎄🎄🎄🎄🎄🎄  
Hi Lynda,
Hope you are very well and have had many more babies - I certainly have (professionally speaking 
of course!!)
I hate the national press when they skew all the figures like that and send people into panic 
mode!!! Very happy for you to forward this mail and my contact details on to your yogamums, and 
I will be happy to answer any questions I can.
My honest take is that when patients are appropriately screened by sensible health professionals 
(midwives and obstetricians) and found to be 'low risk' it is safe to deliver at home. (This is why I 
did it!!) As a professional I encourage women to have homebirths if they so desire and there are no 
risk factors. I am not involved with truly low risk women - midwives handle this - they refer to me 
if a women is requesting a homebirth where she has risk factors for problems. My advice in this 
area is varied and depends upon the risk factors but if I think homebirth is dangerous I will tell the 
women and it is exceptionally seldom that the advice is not followed. There is robust evidence from 
NICE that women do not make dangerous choices for their unborn child if properly counselled.
Having said all of this, there is a large and scientifically robust trial published earlier in the year in 
the BMJ which does suggest an increased risk of homebirth but only in first time mums - the risks 
were reduced in second time mums. The risk is significant (but it is relative and the overall risk 
remains very small).
However, knowing what I know as a mum who has delivered in a high risk obstetric unit; a MLBU 
and at home, and as a senior  obstetrician specialising in high risk births, my personal preference - I 
would not choose home to birth for my first child, but I very  much would for my second and third! 
(Don't forget by the time you are on baby 5 the risk goes up again and I would revert back to 
hospital - not planning on any more at present though!!)
The cost argument is skewed also - you are not comparing like for like hospital vs. homebirth vs. 
MLBU.
Sally xx
www.femalegynaecologist.com
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A Christmas Poem


May your stuffing be tasty
May your turkey be plump,

May your potatoes and gravy
Have nary a lump.

May your brussels be delicious 
And your mince pies take the prize 
And may your Christmas dinner

Stay off your thighs!


And finally ...... 
 

The darkness of the 
world awaits you - not 
to engulf you, but to be 
engulfed by you.  
During this season of 
the light, be its source 
for all those who 
search for Joy!



🎄🎄🎄🎄🎄  


Wishing you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

Please send this on to anyone you know who may find 
this info to be of interest. 


Lynda Hills 



lyndahills@ntlworld.com 
07815792857
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